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Whitman Brand folder holds State Series Quarters 1999-2009 both Philadelphia and Denver Mints.

120 openings.
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I've been a fan of the Whitman coin book collection for many years. The quality of this book was

right on par.This particular book has room for every mint of every state for the given years. Many

others just allow one coin per state, but with two minting locations they leave something to be

desired.This book does not have that problem. It's low cost, good quality, and fully represents the

different mints of every state.If you want a way to store and easily reference your coins, then get this

book. If your child wants to collect state quarters and an easy reference for them to see is helpful,

then get this book. If you want to build the collection and pass it off to your children, then get this

book.

Great quality like their other products. I like this one because it has room for all the state and

territory coins with slots for P and D mints.One note of caution, don't press too hard. I punch a slight

hole through this by pressing too hard. Also its a good idea to lay it on a table while you place them

in. If i had done that, I wouldn't have made a hole.



I have tried several coin collectors but always keep going back to Whitman's since they hold the

coins well, feel very solid and look nice on shelves. I do agree with some other users that getting

coins in is somewhat of a struggle but I would reather struggle to get them in than have them fall out

too easily like some of the other folders allow. I have found that when I press the coin in applying

pressure on all sides (I just use my thumbs) they go in better than pressing on one side at the time.

Overall, be prepared to have sore thumbs (if you use your thumbs like me) if you are adding

numerous coins at the time but the outcome is well worth it! 4 stars for the sore thumbs but I cant

think of a way to fix this issue without going to much more expensive product.

I bought this folder for my girlfriend who expressed an interest in starting to collect coins. We have a

little over half the state quarters now and are both impressed with the folder. Looks professional and

holds the coins very well. I liked how there are slots for the Denver and Philly coins, layed out nicely

next to eachother arranged by year. I dont understand reading reviews with people saying its

difficult to insert the coins. Thats the purpose of the folders, is to hold them well. I did not find it

difficult in any manner to insert the quarters. Maybe those people were elderly with not much motor

functions or hand capability... And when I inserted the quarters, it did not "crease" the cardboard at

all. Some people must use mallets to insert their quarters to get that effect... The only reason I give

it 4/5 stars is because I like to be super critical on reviews. This folder is very nice for what you want

it to do. However its not super duper fancy. Its made with very thin peices of cardboard, although

well strong enough to do the job, I just get the impression, "You get what you pay for" kind of

feeling. Also the inserted quarters leave dimples on the back of the quarter holding slots which just

look kinda goofy. But I can only assume its designed like that to make it easier to push from the

back of the folder to remove the quarters from their slots. Overall a great buy for coin collecting.

I bought the entire collection of these folders that is available at the moment. They all arrived within

a day of each other, as expected. New users may think they seem small but they are a very

compact and inexpensive way to keep your coins organized. A great tool for the beginner or the

experienced coin collector. Be sure to lay the binder on a flat, hard surface like a desk or kitchen

counter when entering your coins and you should have no problems.

backing not as thick as previous editions as I have punched through two slots that had to be

secured with tape but serve the purpose nonetheless. Slots are cut a bit snug but keep the coins in

place once in place.



It's A Coin Book

Pretty nice book for the price.
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